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HYDE® PIVOTPRO™ WATER WANDS READY FOR RETAIL
Hyde Rolls Out the Next Generation of Water Tools
SOUTHBRIDGE, MA – Hyde Tools announces the roll-out of the HYDE® PivotPro™
Water Wands, a new line of water tools that make cleaning faster, easier and more
effective for a wide range of Boat & Auto and Outdoor Cleaning jobs. First unveiled at
the 2014 National Hardware Show in Las Vegas, the PivotPro™ wands are now
available for distribution and retail, and will be showcased at the 2015 National
Hardware Show at booth #37121 in the lawn and garden section.
This new generation of outdoor water tools is designed to include everything a
consumer needs to accomplish specific
jobs effectively. In addition to adding 46
inches of extra reach, the PivotPro™
comes equipped with a 16-ounce
dispenser for soap and other additives,
and has built-in brush attachments. The
Boat & Auto model, for example comes
with a soft-bristle brush for scrubbing
cars, trucks and boats without damaging
the surface. A kit version of the same tool offers more accessories, including an
abrasive spindle brush for cleaning wheel wells and a microfiber shammy. All of the
accessories can be attached to the business end of the tool, near the nozzle.
Similarly, the PivotPro™ Outdoor Cleaning Water Wand comes with a hardbristle brush for cleaning tough grime and mildew, while the kit version also contains a
spindle brush attachment for cleaning decks, railings and fences.
“Throughout the design of each PivotPro™ model, we anticipated what the user
would need to see a job all the way to completion with just one tool,” said Corey Talbot,
Hyde’s Vice President for Marketing and Product Development. “For example, with the
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PivotPro™ for Boat & Auto, you can soap up your car using the dispenser, scrub with
the soft-bristle attachment, clean the rims with the spindle brush and get a great finish
with the microfiber pad. That entirely eliminates the need for sponges, buckets and
soapy water.”
Talbot also noted that with the pivoting nozzle and long reach, the PivotPro™
allows a far more thorough treatment of hard-to-reach jobs without having to bend,
kneel or stoop. In addition to putting more power in the hands of the user, the
PivotPro™ soap/mix dispenser has a soap-to-water ratio control that makes getting the
right mix as easy as turning a dial. And switching from mixture to clear water to off is
literally as easy as flipping a switch.
The Boat & Auto tool is available in two models:
• HYDE® PivotPro™ Boat & Auto – Item #28480
Includes: soft-bristle adjustable brush with rubber bumper
• HYDE® PivotPro™ Boat & Auto Kit with three attachments – Item #28485
Includes: Soft-bristle adjustable brush with rubber bumper, microfiber pad and wheelrim brush
The Outdoor Cleaning tool is also immediately available in two models:
• HYDE® PivotPro™ Outdoor Cleaning – Item #28490
Includes: firm-bristle adjustable nylon brush
• HYDE® PivotPro™ Outdoor Cleaning Kit with two attachments – #Item 28495
Includes: firm-bristle adjustable nylon brush, spindle brush for tight-space cleaning
For more information, visit hydetools.com, contact your Hyde Tools sales
representative, email custrelations@hydetools.com or call (800) 872-4933.
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